
Making the retail stock trader profitable



Riding some big global trends…

…and catching an extraordinary opportunity

Digitalisation
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Digital services have 
made direct access to 
financial markets easy.
But making money in 
the markets remains 
extremely difficult for 
the average consumer.

Decision-making not rational
Trading decisions are not made on a 
rational basis; mostly based on emotion 
and impulse

Bad decisions lead to losses
Savings are melting away instead of 
growing

Losses lead to problems
• People get into strained or even 

precarious financial situations

• Financial stress often leads to crises in 
the family or in the wider social circle

This…

this

often ends up like…
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Cash < cMin?

Calculate equity

Calculate cash

Yes No

Rational trading decisions
• Use of tool eliminates emotion and impulse
• Trading decisions are made rationally, in a 

consistent manner

• Tool also addresses the critical issues of “risk 
communication” and the user’s perception of 
competence

Revolutionary online 
tool/service for consumers, 
for the rational and safe 
trading of stocks:
Combining quantitative 
algorithms with new 
scientific insights on 
rational decision-making. Performance and robustness

• Tool produces strong returns – easily 
outperforms the benchmark (= S&P 500)

• Tool is resistant to market shocks and 
crashes – risk of ruin is very small

Ease of use
• User needs no knowledge of quant modelling, 

algorithms, or IT in order to use the tool

• Tool runs on “auto-pilot”
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Market/exchangeBroker

Simple rational/quant trading for consumers 
For the consumer, STT’s online tool/trading-service is simply a way to easily generate rational trading decisions, execute these decisions, and manage risk.
As for the brokerage function, STT will co-operate with a small number of trusted brokers.  In all matters of money flow, the user interacts solely with the broker.

STTUser

• Accesses the STT tool/trading-
service via STT’s website
• Opens a trading account with a 

broker that partners with STT

• Deposits trading capital with 
broker.  Accordingly, withdrawals 
also take place via broker.

• STT’s tool/trading-service makes 
rational trading decisions
• Generation of orders
• Automated transmission of orders 

to broker
• Appropriate communication of risk 

to user
• Building of user trust via content 

aimed at improving the general 
financial competence of user

• Executes the orders generated by 
STT’s tool/trading-service
• Holds and administrates the trading 

capital of the user

• Lists the stocks traded by STT’s tool/ 
trading-service (S&P 500 stocks)
• Provides the necessary liquidity

User’s experience when using STT’s trading-service

It’s simple!
• Intuitive, simple UI
• User not required to execute any 

complicated action or process

It’s working!
• Trading-service brings the coveted 

profitability
• Benchmark outperformed

It’s safe!
• Money deposited with trusted broker
• Risks are properly communicated
• User feels competent
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What’s new/different in STT’s quant system?
Traditional quant trading systems are based on “old”, fragile cognitive concepts.  They normally reduce uncertainty to risk. Therefore, they exhibit high variance         
and are prone to failure in the face of rare or extreme events.  Due to their complexity and fragility, they are not suitable for use in the retail domain.  

The key properties of the STT system:
1) Uses new cognitive concepts that have emerged from recent 

research in the cognitive sciences.  Key concept for tackling 
uncertainty: Heuristics.  => System is based on heuristics.

2) Makes no predictions of any kind, like most traditional quant 
systems do.  Works instead with an option-type of strategy.

3) Low variance => robustness in the face of rare/extreme events.  
Therefore, the risk of failure and the contingent risk of ruin are 
minimal.  In the retail domain, this is critical as the (complete) 
loss of user’s trading capital is unacceptable.

4) Requires only a relatively small account of some EUR  2 000 to 
start outperforming the benchmark.  Again, a this is critical 
feature in the retail domain, where most accounts are small.

5) System is simple => system behaviour transparent => easy 
monitoring and adaptation to changes in market behaviour.

6) Does not require knowledge in the fields of quant modelling, 
stochastics, algorithms, and IT in order to be used by the 
average consumer.

The new insights from the cognitive sciences:
1) The scientist who over the last two to three                       

decades has led the research that has produ-
ced new insights on rational decision-making                          
under uncertainty, is Prof. Gerd Gigerenzer                                    
at the Max-Planck institute in Berlin.

2) Prof. Gigerenzer and his collaborators have conclusively 
shown that heuristics can be used to improve the rationality  
of decision-making under uncertainty.  Prof. Gigerenzer has 
coined the concept of ecological rationality, where the envir-
onment of a given problem determines which type of cogni-
tive concept preferably should be used to solve the problem.

3) Complex algorithms and machine learning models work well 
when they operate in a stable world.  Conditions are more 
difficult on the stock exchange: High complexity, poor signal-
to-noise ratio, regime shifts, excess volatility and fat tails cause 
considerable problems for algorithms.  Instead, simple but 
smart heuristics have been shown by Prof. Gigerenzer and 
team to be highly successful in such an environment.
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Use case/performance
Use case: Trend-following, long-only trading strategy; universe of stocks traded = S&P 500; account size = USD 100 000; user = long-term minded & growth-oriented. 
Performance: There are two main aspects – (1) the return generated and (2) robustness / resilience to rare or extreme events.
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Return:
1) Benchmark = S&P 500

2) Period of time considered: 2015 through 2020

3) Leverage: None

4) Max. drawdown = 15%

5) Average return STT = 25%; avrg. stnd. dev. of returns = 18%

CAGR S&P 500 = 10% CAGR STT = 25% 

Resilience to rare
1) COVID-crash of Feb./March 

2020 is a recent rare event. 
Relative daily drop in the S&P 
500 is the third biggest on 
record (12%).

2) Resilience of trading model 
can be assessed by consider-
ing the impact of the crash on 
the equity curve.

3) In all of the back-testing per-
formed, not a single instance 
was recorded, where the 
crash caused a significant 
drop in equity.

4) The graph to the lower right 
shows the equity curves for a 
set of back-tests.  Clearly,  
there is no equity meltdown.

Resilience to rare or extreme events:
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Scalable “freemium” digital business model 

STT quant trading tool/service
• Runs in the cloud
• Makes rational decisions for user on 

which stocks to trade and how to manage 
portfolio and risk

User
• Uses STT’s trading tool/service to trade 

stocks online
• Has free access (via some standard 

browser) to the trading tool/service
• Deposits trading capital with broker
• For every winning trade that user makes, 

user owes 20% of the profit to STT

STT 
• Operates, maintains, and over time 

adapts the quant trading tool/service
• Provides support to user

Use of trading tool/service Operation & maintenance 

of tra
ding tool/service

STT “retainer”: 20% of the profit of every winning trade made
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The business model is conducive to 
explosive growth and category leadership.

Broker 
• Partners with STT to allow automated 

execution of trades made by user
• Executes user’s trades

• STT channels users to broker
• Automation of trade execution 



The global market is large…and growing 

~ 275 million

Estimate TAM
(~ 165 billion EUR)

Estimate SAM
(~ 28 billion EUR)

~ 47
million

Private individuals trading stocks online

✻

✻

✻

Demographics (2)
•More and more older people turn to the markets 

in order to safeguard/enable retirement

•Governments are supporting such private efforts 
to boost pensions

The “global” user
• Independently of where they live, people have the 

same fundamental need to improve their finances

•Due to the virality of social media, which are inter-
twined with retail trading, a service that meets this 
need in a superior manner may proliferate quickly

Demographics (1)
•More and more young, tech-savvy people are 

attracted to the markets

• These young traders mainly use social media to 
gather information and exchange opinions
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Characteristics of the retail trading market 

In the US there are more than 100 million online brokerage 
accounts, up from some 40 million in 2012
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Online brokerage
pioneered by 
SCHWAB….

…and recently 
revolutionised by
robinhood 

Recent example:
GameStop trading 
frenzy caused by 
traders communicating 
and coordinating via
Reddit

Examples:

20% 

Retail trading accounts for 20% of the total 
trading volume in the US stock market

Retail trading demonstrates ability to influence 
market; traders coordinating via social media

Proven ability to produce unicorns

Strong intertwining with social media;                                       
viral action and spreading of information

In 2020, retail trading reached “critical mass”



Competition landscape 

✻
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Credit figure/map: Andreessen Horowitz.  Position of STT entered into map by STT.  
✻

Competitive advantages & USPs 
• “Unfair” advantage no. 1:  The new insights from 

the cognitive sciences, upon which STT’s techno-
logy is based, are not widely known/understood

• “Unfair” advantage no. 2:  The specific heuristics 
used – suitable for the financial domain – take 
several years to develop and test

• Strong returns with zero leverage and shallow 
drawdowns
• Low risk of ruin – resilience to rare/extreme events

• Unique UI as a key part of unique UX:  Focus on risk 
communication and helping user feel competent

• STT has so far operated in stealth mode – will 
eventually hit the market “by surprise” 

Position of STT
• STT = ”active investing” (= trading) in its purest 

form, providing the biggest upside-potential

• Issue of “infrastructure layer” irrelevant as seamless 
integration with partner brokers



Why now?

It so happens that only recently…

• did the enabling scientific basis on heuristics emerge fully

• did online brokerage go mainstream (in the retail sector)

• did commission-free trading emerge

• did the intertwining of trading and social media reach “critical mass”
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Funding

We are looking to raise 1.04 million EUR in the form of equity
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• Sum covers a period of 12 months

• Key tasks:
1) Finalisation of MVP (which is currently estimated to be some 75 to 80% complete)
• Algorithm and the necessary heuristics (= the key “knowledge-parts” of MVP) are completed and available
• UI, broker interface, and web delivery solution still to be created

2) Market launch (restricted to Europe)

• Key goal: 1 000 active users by the end of period



Founding team 
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Simon Kolin

• MSc aerospace engineering (= rocket scientist, 
see slide 2!)

• > 30 years work experience, whereof 17 with full 
P&L accountability

• Strong entrepreneurial background (2 exits), 
“knows” agile/lean software development

• Citizen of the world – worked in three different 
countries

Olga Solosh

• MSc systems engineering, MSc international 
finance

• > 20 years work experience, mainly from large 
tech and finance companies; IBM, RBS

• Strong understanding of the interface between 
tech and finance

• Citizen of the world – worked in three different 
countries



Contact info
STT Solosh Trading Technologies GmbH

Am Sonnenhof 18c, 82335 Berg, Germany

sk@sttaltra.com

+49 176 59 688 795
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